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It's time for turkey! The parade is about to start. The pumpkin pie is in the oven. The whole family is

gathered around the table. And everybody wants to pull the wishbone! From Children's Poet

Laureate Jack Prelutsky comes a scrumptious helping of twelve Thanksgiving poems to enjoy every

day of the year!
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Jack Prelutsky is the best-selling author of more than fifty books of poetry, including The New Kid on

the Block, illustrated by James Stevenson, and Stardines Swim High Across the Sky, illustrated by

Carin Berger. Jack Prelutsky lives in Washington State. Marylin Hafner illustrated many beloved

books for children, including the seasonal favorites It's Christmas and It's Halloween, both by Jack

Prelutsky, and A Carnival of Animals, by Sid Fleischman.

In general I am not too fond of poetry, be it adult or children's poetry. I ordered this book along with

several others by Jack Prelutsky for my 4 grandsons ranging in age from 2 to 7. As I usually do, I

read every one of them before they do. Since I am not as eloquent as the author I cannot find the

appropriate words as to how to describe how special these books are. Every child and adult with a



sense of humor should pick up at least one of Mr. Prelutsky's books and read it. The books are not

only amusing but with very few exception are written in everyday language. Unlike the books of Dr.

Suess (which in his own right deserves recognition as an excellent writer of children's books), there

are no grinches or other nonsensical works and yet the way this author has written his books will

make anyone from 2 to 102 smile or laugh out loud. Even though they are written for kids, as an

adult I found them to be more then special. He is an excellent author who does things with words

that will not only entertain you and any child that is lucky enough to own his books, but after reading

them I would not be surprised if this introduction to poetry will result in kids at any age being anxious

to read more of Mr. Prelutsky's books. This author is exceptional when it comes to putting into verse

life as kids see it and live it. They will be transfixed by how well he is able to use descriptive easy to

understand vocabulary. His expertise in making the verses flow and rhyme so perfectly is a literary

experience all children of any age should be exposed to. Any adult reading these books to a young

child will not be bored and will actually look forward to verbal interaction that will be fulfilling for both

the child and the adult. Some of his books are written for children that are reading on their own.

These children will no doubt enjoy reading the books that were written for younger kids as well.

Don't be surprised if they go back to these books over and over again even when childhood is just a

memory. Do a child a favor and open the door to a very special reading experience that will not

soon be forgotten.The books themselves which include both hardcover and soft cover are made so

that each page is thick enough to withstand being handled by children and even the soft covered

books look and feel as if they are much more expensive than what I actually paid for them. When

you hold it you can see how substantial and well made the book is. Like the potato chip commercial

says, you can't just read one, after reading one I am sure that you will want to buy all of Mr.

Prelutsky's children's books which is exactly what I did.

This is a classic Thanksgiving book. My favorite! It is clever and funny. I've read the poems to my

students for years and now to my grandsons.

Great book with a lot of challenging words for little readers.The proper names can be tough some

times because they use weird names. But I'm not going to take any stars off for that.

love it

Easily our family's favorite Thanksgiving book. The poems are super cute and some are laugh out



loud funny. Great for kids, and the adults will get a kick out of them, too.

Loved this book since I was a child! I bought it for my own boys, and now I give it as gifts to my

nieces & nephews! ;)

My students and I love this collection of Thanksgiving poetry...Our favorite is "I Ate Too Much"!
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